Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.
2.

1.

Word
rehabilitate

v. [to put back in a good condition] restore
v. [to restore the rank, privilege, property or reputation
which one has lost] reinstate

destroy

Analogy:
rehabilitation : convalesce :: recidivism : relapse
rehabilitate : person :: restoration : building
rejoinder

n. [a quick reply to a question or remark] retort; riposte;
response

relapse

n. [the act of slipping or falling back into a former worse state,
esp. after improvement] reversion; recidivism; regression
Analogy:
recidivism : relapse :: rehabilitation : convalesce
recidivist : relapse :: sycophant : flatter

relegate ®

1.
2.
3.

relevant

adj. [being important to the subject under consideration]
pertinent; applicable; germane; apt; appropriate; apposite

v. [assign to a lower position] demote
v. [expel] banish; bar; exile
v. [refer to another person for decision or judgement]
transfer; submit
impertinent; immaterial

Analogy:
relevant : crucial :: perceptible : obvious
relevance : immaterial :: circuitous : directness
remission

1.
2.
3.

n. [a temporary lessening or disappearance of the
symptoms of a disease] relief; subsidence
n. [the cancellation of or release from a debt, penalty, etc.]
n. [the act of forgiving formally, as of sins or crimes] pardon;
forgiveness; absolution

remnant

n. [a usually small part, quantity, number of persons, or things
that remain] remainder; balance; remains; residue

rend

v. [to tear, split or pull apart with violence] rip; rive; sever;
sunder. N. rent

unite; mend; repair

Analogy: rend : tear :: rush : hurry
rendition

n. [a translation or interpretation of a piece of music, a role, etc.]
interpretation; translation; version

renege

v. [to go back on a promise; failure to honor an agreement]

reparable

adj. [that can be repaired or rectified] remediable; rectifiable;
mendable

repel

1.
2.
3.

v. [to drive of force back] repulse; rebuff
v. [to cause dislike or distaste in] nauseate; revolt; disgust
v. [to reject outright] dismiss; spurn; snub; rebuff

carry out faithfully

1.
2.

fall; retreat
enchant; entrance

1.

devoid

Analogy: repellent : attract :: ephemeral : endure
repercussion

1.
2.

n. [an indirect consequence of some action] reverberation
n. [a movement back or reflection from an impact] rebound;
recoil; backlash; reverberation

replete

1.

adj. [well-filled or plentifully provided] complete; filled;
abundant; brimming
adj. [having consumed enough or more than enough food or
drink] gorged; sated; satiated; surfeited

2.
replicate

v. [to reproduce or make an exact copy of] repeat; duplicate;
copy

reprimand

v. [criticize severely] rebuke; berate; censure; lambaste;
reproof; upbraid. Also N.

